Introduction:
Proteins are one of the three major classes of biological macromolecules that perform a
variety of functions in a cell. Among other things, they catalyze chemical reactions that
drive biological processes. They also provide the physical support for life and pass
signals that tell cells how to behave. How a protein works the way it does is an important
piece of information in understanding any biological process.
Proteins are polymers made from amino acids. These linear chains fold into higher order
structures based on the chemical properties of each amino acid. The 20 amino acids
found in proteins share a common backbone but each has a different “side chain”
functional group that determines its chemical properties (figure 1). The sequence of the
amino acids determines the 3D shape of the protein. The 3D shape of the protein is
directly related to its function in the cell.
FIGURE 1
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“Structural biology” is the study of the 3D shapes of biomolecules, a term coined by FSU
professor emeritus Donald Caspar in the late 1960’s, when the technology for structure
determination was established. One technique used by structural biologists to determine
the 3D shape of molecules is called x-ray crystallography. The end result of an x-ray
crystallography experiment is the position of every atom in the molecule being studied.
With knowledge of the chemistry and biology of that molecule, the structure can be
interpreted to reveal details about how the molecule works and what it does in the cell.
As a researcher, you are interested in the structure and function of an enzyme called
sulfite reductase (abbreviated SiR). SiR catalyzes a “redox” chemical reaction (as one
part of the protein is reduced, other parts are oxidized: redox). Specifically, 6 electrons
are added to sulfite to made sulfide. As the 6 electrons reduce the sulfur, its 3 oxygens
are removed by dehydration (one oxygen combines with two protons (H+) three times to
make three molecules of water) (figure 2).
FIGURE 2

Proteins perform an amazing array of different functions. This repertoire is enhanced
when proteins bind to smaller chemicals called cofactors. You probably recognize some
important protein-associated cofactors as vitamins. For example, vitamin B12 is a cobalt
containing cofactor called cobalamin and vitamin B2 is the flavin molecule riboflavin.
SiR has two iron-containing cofactors that form the platform for binding sulfite, which is
the substrate for the redox reaction. The place in a protein enzyme where the substrate
for the chemical reaction occurs is called the active site. One of the cofactors is a ringlike structure called siroheme. The other is an assembly of iron and sulfur called a fouriron four-sulfur cluster ([4Fe4S]).
You know what chemical reaction SiR catalyzes but do not know the mechanism through
which it works. Look carefully at figure 3, which is a representation of SiR’s active site
with a bound molecule of SO3-2. Notice how the positively charged lysines and arginines
point towards the negatively charged SO3-2. They are believed to supply the 6H+ needed
to release the water molecules (Figure 2c). Although the reaction is written in Figure 2 as
one step, the enzyme is believed to pass the electrons and protons in three steps of two
electrons and two H+.
You are interested in understanding what special features about the active site are
important in binding sulfite and releasing sulfide and water because what we learn about
one protein is often broadly applicable. You are also interested in learned how the 6
electrons move from the cytoplasm of a cell so they can be used by the enzyme.
Read about the experiments below and develop an hypothesis to explain those results.
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FIGURE 3
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Using some tricks of molecular biology, you altered the amino acid sequence of a protein
to explore the contributions of individual amino acids in the function of the protein. You
also have two assays for enzyme activity. First, you have a strain of bacteria whose SiR
has been removed. Under certain growth conditions, the bacteria will not grow because
it does not have enough S-2. If you replace the SiR in the cell, the bacteria will grow.
Second, a different experiment lets us test the enzyme’s ability to reduce sulfur in the
test tube. In that assay, you monitor how many electrons SiR uses (but not how many
molecules of S-2 are being produced). You changed arginine (R) 153 to a serine (S)
(R153S), analyzed its activity, and obtained the following results:
1) Adding altered R153S SiR enzyme does not restore growth to bacteria that
lack their own SiR when they are grown on media lacking S-2.
2) That same mutant enzyme (R153S) is active for electron transfer in the test
tube.

You will work through the attached worksheet (page 5) to develop a hypothesis
that explains this dichotomy. You will present your answer as a poster on the
poster board provided with the following layout:
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Claim:
Evidence:
Rationale:
Hypothesis:

Once everyone finishes, we will have 10 minutes of “round robin” discussion to
compare and contrast each group’s ideas. Then, you will return to your original
group and make any revisions you wish based on your discussions.
Finally, you will write on your own a two-paragraph argument to persuade
another scientist that your claim is valid (1st paragraph) and your hypothesis
explicatory, testable, and reasonable (2nd paragraph). Turn this in on your way
out; if you need more time you may bring it to class on Tuesday.

Remember to do the following for all arguments, written or discussed:
1) State the claim you are trying to support (The sky is blue …)
2) Include evidence and rationale (…because as white light passes through
the atmosphere the blue wavelengths are scattered to earth.)
3) Organize your paper in a way that enhances readability (topic sentence,
supporting details, conclusion)
4) Use good grammar, punctuation, and spelling.
(This is a good guide for answering essay questions on exams, too!)
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On your own, answer these questions and turn them in with your paragraph:
1) Which of the following is a function of a protein?
A. catalyze chemical reactions.
B. store genetic information.
C. separate cells from their environment.
D. enhance the chemical reactivity of DNA.
E. serve as a transient copy of the genome.
2) Which of the following is a function of a cofactor?
A. store genetic information.
B. enhance the chemical reactivity of a protein.
C. serve as a transient copy of the genome.
D. protect the contents of lysozomes.
E. enhance the chemical reactivity of DNA.
3) The active-site interaction between the positively charged arginines and lysines and
the negatively-charged SO3-2 is an example of what kind of bond?
A. hydrogen bond
B. polar covalent bond
C. non-polar covalent bond
D. ionic bond
E. enantiomeric bond
4) An acid is a molecule that donates a proton to another molecule. What molecule in
SiR is acting like an acid?
A. serine
B. SO3-2
C. S-2
D. arginine 153
E. siroheme
5) Dehydration reactions also occur during which of the following biologically important
chemical processes?
A. protein synthesis
B. sodium chloride dissociation
C. Watson-Crick pairing of nitrogenous bases
D. breaking apart a polysaccharide
E. the transfer of a proton from one water molecule to another to form H3O+ and OH-
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